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Paul Adams was great, I had parents telling me how much fun they had! He told a lot of jokes
that made it enjoyable for the adults in the room. The kids all really enjoyed the “Dinosaur
Hunt”!
Kate McCartney, MLIS
Marysville Public Library
Head of Youth Services
kmccartney@marysvillelibrary.org

“I just finished having Paul Adams aka Dr. T Rex and his Diggin' for Dinos program this
afternoon. He was great! I really believe he has been the most energetic performer I have had
at the library. Within minutes of arriving at our library, he was enthusiastically greeting people
as they were coming in for the performance. His assistant Susie, was very nice too, she played a
major role in the set up of the show. It took maybe 10-15 minutes for them to set up. I didn't
supply anything but a space for him to use.
His show consisted of lots of audience participation with props for the kids, backdrop, music,
sound equipment with sound effects for different parts of his show, he had Reading Rabbit
puppet (excellent ventriloquist skills), he has his funky, spiked, colorful hair, lab coat, glasses,
and neon green tennis shoes. He used some magic throughout that took adults by surprise on
how he did what he did. The ending of his show consisted of us going on an imaginary dinosaur
walk. The kids stayed in their seats, but used motions to go along. Of course he found a
dinosaur on the walk that was a realistic large puppet to introduce to the kids.
The connection he used between factual information on dinosaurs along with the props and
participation kept the audience's complete attention. His program was close to an hour and I
know the audience would have enjoyed even more.
As soon as the program was over I started hearing comments from the adults on how well they
liked it. I would definitely recommend him for future shows.”
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